CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

After analyzing types of flouting cooperative principle in “Beastly” movie script, the writer would like to draw the conclusion as follow:

1. The maxims which are violated in the “Beastly” movie are maxim of quantity, maxim of quality, maxim of relevance, and maxim of manner.

2. The most maxim which are flouting in “Beastly” movie are maxim of relevance with 7 utterances, maxim of quality with 5 utterances, maxim of quantity with 4 utterances and maxim of manner with 4 utterances.

3. The reason why the character are flouting the maxim because hiding something, to trap to someone, to make a joke, and many more.

B. Suggestions

Based on the explanation, it is a major concern to the writer gives some suggestions as follow:
The writer suggests the readers, especially the student of English Department to choose the flouting of cooperative principle as the object of research, because there are many interesting aspects which can be analyze. Some people do not know how important and crucial to learn violation of cooperative principle because people often do it.
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